Prototyping boundary objects:
Boundary objects as means for negotiating a cultural imaginary (Aditya Pawar)
Powerful design games embrace co-analysis of ethnographic materials, exploration of possible futures and documentation – all in one! (Eva Brandt)
Introducing participatory design methods in the policy field. Designing a new vision and strategy for the remote area of Lolland questioning the growth paradigm. (Jakob Stoumann)
Codesign solutions for public space is an exercise of democracy

Give space to people to imagine & vision futures is kicks to make it happen
Translating political philosophies to frame participation in public design

Maurizio Teli, Maria Menendez Blanco, Antonella De Angeli
How might the value of social innovation be incentivized and sustained beyond market incentives or altruism? (Sam Haddix)
Empower citizen through playful design tools, changing communities way of thinking and life, interactively reframing our perspectives.

(Takahito KAMIHIRA)